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Main goals

1. SerialEM tilt series data collection with FastTomo script


2. Tomogram reconstruction by IMOD 



Tilt series data collection scheme

Koster et al., JSB 1997



Cryo-ET data acquisition packages

SerialEM
UCSF Tomo

Leginon
FEI tomography

EM-Manu



2005

SerialEM provides a flexible interface.  
The script capability provides a relatively easy way 

to add commands requested by users
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Full-montage (175x) acquisition
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Edit the FastTOMO script before starting 
dose-metric TS data collection

FastTOMO script
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Tilt series alignment and tomogram 
reconstruction by IMOD (Etomo)

1. Motion correction for tilt images. 

2. Stack the tilt images to get the motion corrected tilt series. 

3. Preprocess the tilt series. 

4. Manually pick several fiducial gold (10 nm) and let the software do 

the tracking for fiducial. 

5. Align the tilt series based on the tracking result.

More details about etomo: 
http://bio3d.colorado.edu/imod/doc/etomoTutorial.html

http://bio3d.colorado.edu/imod/doc/etomoTutorial.html
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Pre-processing
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Coarse alignment
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Generate 
fiducial model

1. Press mouse middle button to select one gold particle 
2. Then press “N” in keyboard to create a new contour and then select another gold particle 
3. Choose 5-10 gold particles in different areas 
4. Close IMOD and save the model
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1. Track seed model (step 1-3), then check the total missing points 
2. Step 7: press “page up” or “page down” if you see up or down arrow; then press mouse middle button to add a new 

point at the gold particle position. 
3. Repeat step 6-7 until you add all missing points; then close IMOD and save the model.
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Final alignment of fiducial 1
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Generate aligned tilt series
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2 The binning number in 
step 2 determines the 
binning factor of the 
aligned tilt series and the 
reconstructed tomogram. 
You can change it to any 
integer you want.



Borrelia.ali
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Borrelia.ali
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Tomogram reconstruction
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More details about WBP (weight back 
projection) and SIRT (simultaneous iterative 
reconstruction): 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Tomographic_reconstruction#Back_Projection_Algorithm[2]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomographic_reconstruction#Back_Projection_Algorithm%5B2%5D
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomographic_reconstruction#Back_Projection_Algorithm%5B2%5D
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Save following files: 
Borrelia.st Borrelia.ali Borrelia.rec Borrelia.rawtlt Borrelia_fid.xf 
Other files can be deleted

Tomogram reconstruction



Thank you!

@PhilGuo1
@JunLiuLab

shuaiqi.guo@mcgill.ca
Comments & questions?

mailto:shuaiqi.guo@mcgill.ca









